1. Background of the Study

Globalization era is the era of the internet. There are many things that people could do by using internet. By using this modern technology, it is possible for us to learn and play. Game online is known as the popular game played by teenagers around the world. This kind of game could only be played if we are online. Teenagers are addicted with this kind of game. The teenagers who play the online games are
called online gamers. Language as the media of communication, especially English, is known as the world’s language. The gamers use their English as written language in online chatting with their friends in game online world. The wide uses of English in many aspects of life cause some variations. The variations depend on their function. In a community like online gamer’s community, English has changes its meaning and style in their way of communicating with it. They make a new meaning and innovation of English words. According to Holmes (1992:194-216), “Talk of Language change, like the discussion between young people that often treat language as an entity independent of its speakers and writers.” In reality, it is not so much that language itself changes, as that speakers and writers change the way they use the language. Speaker’s innovation is a more accurate description than language change. According to that statement, it is important to know why the language change is created and how the language change is written by the gamers and become exist in our society especially in online communication.

2. Problems of the Study

Based on the background mentioned above, the problem of the study is formulated, as follows: What phenomenon of language changes used by the gamers, what is the meaning and why do the gamers use the phenomenon of language change in online game?

3. Aims of the Study

In according to problem of study, the aims of this study are finding out the phenomenon of language change used by the gamers in online game and knowing the meaning also analyze why the gamers use the phenomenon of language change among them.

4. Research Method

This part of study consists of three elements. They are data source, method and techniques of collecting data, and method and techniques of analyzing data.
4.1 Data Source

The data were taken from online game; Ragnarok Online II: Legend of the second South-East Asia which was directly collected from the gamer’s online chat conversation in dungeon party of the game. The process of collecting the data was determined by terms and variation of language uses by the gamers. This study was needed to analyze the phenomenon of language change in Ragnarok Online II: Legend of the Second South-East Asia.

4.2 Method and Technique of Collecting Data

As online game was used as the data source, observation method was applied. The observation method in this study was done by log in into the game as player, searching for dungeon party which consists of 10 gamers, the dungeon party will spend 30 minutes or more time, depending on how fast the players kill all the monsters in dungeon, the observation focused on collecting the language terms and style used by the gamers when they were having online chat conversation in dungeon party.

4.3 Method and Technique of Analyzing Data

The collected data were analyzed qualitatively based on the phenomenon of language change uses theory of Gamer’s Language, Slang word, Pidgin English, and Code-Switching. The language change theory used is the theory proposed by Holmes (1992); it is about the speaker’s innovation.

5. The Analysis of Sentences Found in Ragnarok Online II: Legend of the Second South-East Asia

There were found 125 data taken from the gamer’s online chat conversation, then they were selected based on four theories of language change phenomenon, that are: Gamer’s Language, Slang word, Pidgin English, and Code-Switching. Then the selected data were analyzed into 55 categorized into Gamer’s Language, 35 data
categorized into Slang language, 15 data categorized into Pidgin English, and 20 data categorized into Code-Switching which presented as follows:

5.1 The Meaning of Gamer’s Language

Gamer’s language is the terms that gamer used in their daily conversation in the game according to what game they are playing. For this study Ragnarok Online 2 as the game research so the term is following to the Ragnarok Online’s gaming terms. These terms usually can be found in every Online Game interaction as a player. Gamer’s Language combines with online chat slang, and code-switching, and Pidgin English can be called as Gamer’s Language too as that is the way of the gamers to communicates. As the gamers communicate with these kinds of language using many variations. From the online chat conversation of the gamer in the dungeon party of Ragnarok Online 2: Legend of the Second (SEA), found that there are fifty five sentences that can be identified into Gamer’s Language. The analysis of this section was focused on the meaning of Gamer’s language. The definition of word of this analysis section was based on The Online Chat Slang Dictionary.

5.2 The Meaning of Slang Word Used by the Gamers

Slang is very informal words or expressions that are more common in spoken language, especially used by a particular group or people and are not thought suitable for formal situation (The Oxford Dictionary of Modern Slang (1992). Slang words used by the gamers to make the conversation are more fun and quicker to type the words in the game. These several examples of Slang words were found in Ragnarok Online 2 from gamer’s conversation in the game. This analysis section was focused on the meaning of Slang words found in the gamer’s conversation. The analysis of this section was based on The Online Chat Slang Dictionary.

5.3 The Meaning of Pidgin English Used by the Gamers

Pidgin is known as language that doesn’t have a native speaker of language (Holmes, 1992). This kind of language also occurs among the gamers in trading using
English as some of them are not the native speaker of the language. From the conversation of the gamer in the dungeon party of Ragnarok Online 2: Legend of the Second (SEA), in relation to Pidgin English found that there are fifteen sentences chosen that can be identified into Pidgin Language. This analysis section was focused on the meaning of the gamer’s idea that want to be said and in what context it happens.

5.4 The Meaning of Code-Switching Used by the Gamers

Code switching often occurs in bilingual community as an alternative way in using more than one languages. Code switching is the most important in the bilingual community because code switching is part of bilingual itself. From the conversation of the gamer in the dungeon party of Ragnarok Online 2: Legend of the Second (SEA), found that there are almost 50 percents of the data that can be categorized into Code-Switching, because all of the data consist of code which can only be understood by the community. However, here there are only twenty data which were analyzed in Code-Switching section analysis that is focused on the meaning of bilingualism Code-Switching of two different languages.

6. Conclusion

In this game, there were found four phenomenon of Language Change that occurs in the gamer’s online chat conversation based on the theory of Holmes. They are Gamer’s Language, Slang word, Pidgin English and Code-Switching. The reason of why the gamer uses Slang word, Code-Switching and Gamer’s Language shows that the gamer wants to impress the other gamer with their knowledge of the gaming term and to make the online chatting conversation more interesting and fun. Those phenomenon occur when the gamers want to emphasize or amplify the message, to make the online chatting fun and not boring, to raise status and to show the linguistic skills, and to mark the community’s identity. Also sometimes because of the lack of education of English without considering that they are using Pidgin English to communicate and do it continuously. Here the phenomenon of Gamer’s Language,
Code-Switching, Slang, and Pidgin are categorized as Language Change because the gamer feel free to use it in communicate each other like a code or new word of innovation in playing online game.
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